
Chitwan Jungle Safari

Facts

Destination: Nepal

Trip Difficulty: Easy

Trip Style: Safari

Transport: Private Tourist Vehicle

Food: Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner

Accommodation: 3 Star Hotel

Group Size: 1-12

Chitwan Jungle Safari is the best and most accessible Jungle tour in Nepal. Chitwan 

National park is located in the southern middle part of Nepal. Chitwan is linked by the air 

transport from Kathmandu and Pokhara and road transport from most cities of Nepal.

Chitwan Jungle safari is best things to do in Chitwan National Park and it is one of the 

best National Parks in Nepal, established in 1973 AD, where you have a look of various 

species of birds, plants and animals including wildlife, floras and faunas. Nepal is best 

known with the beautiful mountains, but there are the Genetic flat lands of Terai that is 

stretched throughout the southern part of Nepal. A visit to Nepal is incomplete without 

seeing the beauty of this Terai belt and no doubt Chitwan is the best place to do so.

Chitwan Jungle safari tour is bookable online from Outfitter Nepal treks and Expedition. 

Take tour to Chitwan Chitwan National park to see wild mammals including One-Horned 

Rhino, Royal Bengal Tiger, wild Elephant, Deer, wild boar, sloth bear, leopard, bison, 

jackal and many more, many reptiles including Gharial Crocodile and many species of the 

birds including Hombill, Lesser florican and Paradise Flycastcher.
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There are few options to reach Chitwan National park, as there are regular tourist bus that 

leaves at 7:00 am in the morning from Kathmandu, or we can simply take private transport 

to reach chitwan and can start on any time of the day or there is regular flight to Chitwan 

more over  we can depart from Kathmandu at 7.00 A.M. by car/coach to Fishling/Mungling 

and from where exciting rafting begins and floats down to a picnic spot for lunch along the 

river side and continues to destination, where our vehicle will be waiting to transfer you to 

Chitwan.

Elephant Safari in Chitwan

Elephant Safari is the best activities to do in Chitwan Park, you travel through open 

grassland and dense forest on elephant back in search of rare games; you can spot one 

horned rhino, various species of deer, wild boar, sloth bear, leopard, bison and the big 

one, the Royal Bengal tiger etc.

Canoe Rides in Chitwan

Canoe ride in Rapti River of the park is another activities that you do in Chitwan. A 

traditional dugout takes you on a silent trip down the Rapti River to view birds, crocodile 

and the animals of the river, especially from October through to mid-March.

Nature walking in Chitwan

Nature walking or hiking is another way to explore the Chitwan Jungle as well-trained 

naturalists/ecologists take you to prime spots to view deer, rhino, sloth bears and other 

wildlife and no doubt the detailed explanation from the experienced guide on wildlife and 

jungle help to widen the knowledge and enjoy your Jungle tour.

Bird Watching in Chitwan

Bird watching is another popular thins to do in Chitwan. You can view the birds while  you 
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are for an early morning walk through the bush and along the Rapti River where over 450 

species of exotic birds including Giant, Hombill, Lesser florican and Paradise Flycastcher 

exist, no doubt you be accompanied by our experienced naturalist.

Tharu Stick Dance in Chitwan

Tharu Stick dance is cultural program offered by the Tharus, the indigenous of the region. 

You have a look a melodious tribal dance performed by Tharu men with the rhythms of 

drums and with clashing of stick that embodies and projects how to drive away Rhino and 

other wild animals from human habitat, especially after dinner at the hotel /lodge/tented 

camp, you are taken to watch Tharu stick dance.

Chitwan Jungle safari tour can be longer or shorter according to your time available. We 

have Chitwan jungle tour for 2 days, 3 day, 4 days or 5 days and basically, we suggest 

you to take our 2 nights 3 days package tour which is quite enough to experience all the 

jungle activities available in the park and find the detail of the program for the 2 night 3 

days Chitwan Jungle safari tour and contact us if you have shorter or longer days and 

want to have tailor-make and customized tour.

Highlights

You have Elephant or Jeep safari tour.

You have Jungle walking.

You have canoe ride tour.

You have Tharu cultural program.

You have Bird watching tour.

Day to Day Itinerary

Day 1: Drive to Chitwan
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Day 2: Full day Jungle Ctivities

Day 3: Drive from Chitwan- Kathmandu/Pokhara

Cost Includes

Transfers Kathmandu - Chitwan- Kathmandu by private tourist vehicle.

Accommodation in Chitwan on full board basis (breakfast, lunch and dinner).

All the jungle activities as per the itinerary.

National park entrance fees.

Cost Excludes

Bar Bills.

All the drinks.

Tips.

Anything not mentioned in the included section.
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